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ABSTRACT 
Just as the spatial structure of urban societies is strongly affected by the 
mechanism of economic development, the architectural features of cities reveal 
conflicts between different groups in society. The major aim of this paper is to 
study how the processes of a new regulative system corne about through the 
conflicts and movements with respect to the redevelopment plans of Kyoto. This 
city was the capital of Japan from A. D. 794 until 1868, when the Emperer moved 
to Tokyo. In contrast to metropolitan Tokyo, which developed as a modern 
capital of skyscrapers, Kyoto has remained representative of traditional values. 
Presently, however, large buildings are rising up and changing the face of the 
city. Is this the only alternative for Kyoto in the age of Post-Fordism? I argue 
that reorganizing the movements of urban communities is culturally and 
ecologically vital to their future. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Cities are central to society. The economy, politics, and culture are 
concentrated in cities. Concentration enables profit making and profit attracts 
people. People find their joys and sorrows in the citiesCD. 
Lately it has become more important to study the future of city life. While 
the economic system swings between the planned principle and the marketing 
principle, sociological studies on the future of the city are especially significant. 
Cities have developed as attractive places to satisfy the ever-expanding human 
needs. To discuss their further possibilities is a necessary issue in sociology. 
which can be said to be a study of human 'needs and norms: 
Many studies of urban societies were done by the Chicago School, but studies 
critical of the Chicago School appeared in the urban crisis of the 1970 S(2)(3), This 
urban crisis continues todayw. The present study takes on a critical point of 
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view, including the question "What is modernization?" 
The theory of modernization in sociology was formed as a model of the 
western world, which at the same time explained the non-western world as an 
application of this model. We can see this in T. Parson's social system theory(5). 
It is a theory of social development like westernization. However, this theory of 
exogenous development has been criticized and contrasted with a theory of 
endogenous development(6). This critical thinking originated in the developing 
countries of the non-western world. But we understand that this criticism is also 
applied to the advanced societies of the western world that confront new poverty 
in the cities. 
My study also concerns this thought but its main theme is about Kyoto, 
Japan's most famous historical city. Kyoto is now suffering from the paradoxical 
problem: "How to preserve its historical importance and redevelop the city at the 
same time?" suppose that this is a problem that occurs when a city changes 
from a place in 'living mode' to a place in 'production mode'. Therefore, possibly, 
a new way of life has to be envisined to face new situations, which, in turn, 
necessitates new movements of the citizens to restructure their city. However, I'm 
not going to talk about Kyoto simply for the sake of Kyoto. It concerns Kyoto in 
its role as a historical cultural city. The same applies to Tokyo, as the symbol of 
Japan's 'successful' capitalistic development. 
It is the Japanese economic development which has built this centralized city, 
Tokyo, but at the same time the economy is responsible for the decline of local 
areas. Kyoto belongs to the latter. It's decline has been relatively gradual owing 
to its great historical heritage. But presently. Kyoto is no exception. The present 
circumstances push Kyoto toward economic development. It is exactly this that 
makes us think about Kyoto's identity. Are things historical and traditional 
merely old-fashioned that simply belong to bye-gone days? don't think so. 
'Gion', for example, is a place where you can get entertainment with a Kyoto-taste. 
It's Kyoto's showwindow, as it were. The buildings. gardens. appearance of the 
meeting places. food, tableware, kimonos of 'the geisha' and their manners are all 
part of today's sophisticated culture. These are far from being pre-modern and 
old-fashioned. As for the development of modern Japanese capitalism. it is no 
imitation of the West. It was made possible through the traditional society which 
was already 'pre-modern', or 'pre-civil' society, because it contained much 
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sophisticated culture as still can be seen in the life-style of Kyoto's traditional 
areas. Japan's modern capitalism is based on 'pre-civil society' but capitalism also 
destroyed much of pre-civil society. People were drawn into the gigantic modern 
industry with its mass-production system while the local traditional industries with 
their small-production systems were broken down. Japanese economic success is 
the 'prize' we won at the cost of much demolishment. 
Whether Kyoto can take pride in itself and establish an identity for the future 
city 100 years from now is also a matter' of Japanese pride and identity. I think 
that now is the time for Kyoto to become free from the nightmare of 
'development' and to gain confidence as a mature city. Therefore we have to find 
out how we can revive the city as a place to live for its citizens. Next, I will 
explain to you where Kyoto stands in history and what its present socio-economic 
situation is. 
2. The INCONSISTENCY OF KYOTO'S MODERNIZATION 
AT ITS 1200 th ANNIVERSARY 
The city image of Kyoto is strongly connected with Japanese culture. The 
debate on the re-development of Kyoto started in the 1960 s, the period of Japan's 
rapid economic growth. Lately the debate became aggressive after the city 
government announced the construction of a big Kyoto Station Building, the 
central entrance to the city, as a memorial to its 1200 th .anniversary this year. 
The station building was supposed to become very symbolic for Kyoto but no 
agreement was reached by the citizens about the appropriate image of the 
building before the International Architectural Design Competition was held, so 
that the city government a lone decided to build a huge square building. The 
height of the building was the biggest issue of the debate. The regulations say 
that all the buildings in the business area of Kyoto must be less than 31 meters 
tall, but they applied a special exceptional rule to allow the building to be 60 
meters tall. Behind the scenes we hear the political slogan saying that this 
building should 'vitalize' Kyoto's economy. However, this station building will not 
mark any significance for the history of Kyoto, because the huge spuare building 
will contain nothing but a department store and a hotel. It was this plan that 
made people think about the future of Kyoto. 
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Originally, Japanese cities have been built respecting harmony with nature, 
and as such they are quite a contrast to the rather artificial looking European 
cities. European cities are built according to strict rules. When visitors from 
Europe see Japanese cities, they are surprised at their disorderly appearance and 
they often say so. Be this as it may, to understand the issue of the redevel-
opment of Kyoto, I want to point out first that not only historical and cultural 
continuity but also harmony with nature is a big issue. The mountains around 
Kyoto and the rivers which run through it are like a cradle for the city. To 
enjoy the Buddhist ceremony called "The mourning fire on 5 mountains" in 
August, a prayer for the ancestors' souls. has been regarded as a great privilege 
and a treasure of the citizens. High skyscrapers certainly would disturb Kyoto's 
natural and cultural order. 
Kyoto is a unigue city in Japanese history. The origin of the city goes back 
to 794. when Emperor Kanmu made Kyoto the national capital imitating the city 
of Xian in China. 1994 therefore is the 1200 th year after its foundation. In 1868 
the Emperor moved the palace from Kyoto to Tokyo and thus started the history 
of modern Japan. But before that. Kyoto was the supreme cultural city with 
respect to religion, study. and crafts, while Edo or Tokyo was the political city 
and Osaka the commercial one. In the development of Japanese modern 
capitalism. Kyoto remained way behind Tokyo and Osaka. but the evaluation for 
this varies among political parties. Until the 1970 s the Kyoto government played 
a role as the symbol of the Japanese left wing. It was obvious that the local 
government protected the traditional industry and that it did not support 
development which was beneficial to the big companies. This policy preserved the 
historical city through Japan's rapid post-war economic growth. But as the 
traditional industry declined. modern industrial leaders who were raised during the 
age of economic growth started to emerge. As a result. the conservatives took 
office in the 1980 s and Kyoto is now heading for redevelopment without having a 
suitable design for the city's future. In 1894. the 1100 th anniversary of the city's 
founding. along with the implementation of plans for the modernization of the city 
such as canals. street cars and expos. the Heian Shrine was built as a memory to 
Emperor Kanmu who settled the capital at Kyoto in 794. The architecture of the 
shrine was modeled after Kanmu's Imperial Palace. 
Even though Kyoto's traditional industry has been weakened. it still plays a 
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major role. The traditional silk textile industry of Nishijin, which originally was 
located in the vicinity of the Kyoto Imperial Palace, is the oldest in the country 
and still produces the most silk textiles in the nation. In 1990 this textile 
industry accounted for 40.9% of all manufacture, 24.36% of the workers, and 
14.54% of the sum of productionC7l • In the same year, for the first time, the textile 
industry came second in rank to the electric appliances industry for the sum of 
production. Until then it ranked first in all three mentioned categories. Kimonos 
account for % of the sum of production of which 65% are produced in Nishigin. 
So, it is no exaggeration to say that Kyoto's economy and its society have 
profound links and that Kyoto is a historical city. 
3. The STRUCTURE AND CHANGE OF THE HISTORICAL CITY 
1) The development of commerce and industry, and the formation of precivil 
autonomy. 
As already touched upon, Kyoto's economy greatly depended on traditional 
industries, such as textile, food, and housing related to the traditional life of 
Kyoto, located around the Imperial Palace. The products of Kyoto craftsmen were 
distributed as sophisticated, high-quality Japanese goods. 
How did the city system of Kyoto emerge in history? The commercial and 
industrial development of Kyoto greatly progressed when it turned from a merely 
imperial city to a commercial city in the Muromachi period 04 th to 15 th 
century). Various kinds of guilds called 'za' were organized together with 
'misedana', today's retail shops. As production increased, rich merchants gained in 
influence. However, the war of Onin and Bunmei 0467 -1477) turned the city of 
Kyoto to ashes. The damage grew larger and larger as the warriors robbed their 
way through the city. 
After that war Kyoto became a town of disorder. To counter this the citizens 
organized 'cho', or community associations, along the streets for self-defence. 
These 'cho' are the oldest civil organizations in Japan and are regarded as the 
origin of the present 'cho-nai-kai'(8l. 'Cho' developed into 'chogumi' through the 
War Age (from the end of the 15 th century up to the early part of the 16 th 
century). Further more the 'chogumi' are at the origin of the present district 
school system. The textile town, Nishijin, that I mention here is slso the original 
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form of the civil self-government, for the name 'Nishijin' derives from the guild 
that was organized at the remaining site of the headquarters of the West army 
that fought against the East army during the Onin war. 
This citizens' organization that emerged during the Muromachi period was 
destroyed and sbsorbed into the central government by Oda and Toyotomi. The 
Tokugawa regime (1603 ~ 1867) continued in the same style. Therefore, it may 
seem exaggerated to call early modern Kyoto a commercial town. But since it 
was the dignity of the Imperial Palace in Kyoto that legitimated the Edo or the 
Tokyo governgent, it was at the same time a factor of Kyoto's urban. industry. 
Many of the local feudal lords from the provinces rushed into Kyoto to find 
houses not only because they wanted to be honored by the Emperor or to get 
more education and culture, but also because they wanted to get high-quality 
handicrafts produced in Kyoto, such as textiles, dyed products, pottery and china, 
lacquerware, and gold ornaments. Along with the development of the merchandise 
economy, the production of these goods stimulated the various kinds of guild 
towns like Nishijin and enlarged the economic power of rich citizens. It 
strengthened the organization of 'chogumi'. Inside the towns, many kinds of 
public services were provided such as notice bulletins, police and fire departments, 
state agencies, loaning, legal affairs, family registration, succesion of property, etc. 
However, this did not please the Edo government at all. 
Originally Kyoto was, unlike Edo or Osaka, governed by first class 'Shoshidai' 
that ranked higher than the 'Machibugyo', but gradually the Machibugyo took 
over the reign and control over the citizens became more severe. These 
interferences brought about a big lawsuit in 1817 by the chogumi that resulted in 
the division of Kyoto along the Nijo Street into two parts that organized a 
coalition self-goveonment. To explain the case the 'cho' sued 'chodai' or clerks, 
because the latter got on the government's side even though they were originally 
hired by 'cho'. The cho won the case. Thereafter, the 'cho' became more and 
more a society of closely-knitted groups of self-employeds while the town's public 
services were systematized. However during the process some contradictions arose. 
The budget and the organization of 'house owners' could not cope with the 
expanding public services. In the chaos at the end of the Edo period, the 
rationalization of 'cho' and 'chogumi' was passed down to the Kyoto Prefectural 
government along with the modern political changes of the Meiji Restration. 
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2) Nishijin: the social structure of the silk textiles-producing district. 
The Nishijin district is a typical area in Kyoto. This district has a population 
of about 100,000 people, or about 36,000 households and about 3.500 textile factories 
with 12.000 workers. The workers work and live in Nishijin. It is quite 
significant for a traditional industry to be located in the middle of the city. 
Nishijin's textile production system developed along the lines of the social 
division of labor. It already firmly existed in the latter part of the Tokugawa era. 
It is recorded that from the 'late 17 th century to the beginning of the 18 th 
century there were more than 160 town units in Nishijin. And it is recorded that 
in the Temmei and the Kansei period (from the 1780 s to the 1790 s) it was 
recorded that there were 2.120 weaver-households (about 400 were out of work) 
with 2,580 looms. Later in the Tempo period (during the 1830 s and the 1840 s) 
2,118 weaver-households (318 were out of work) with 3.164 looms. On average, 
there were 1.5 to 1.8 looms par household. These weaver-households were called 
"8 weavers' guilds", but other groups also existed. Each guild had a specific art of 
weaving. With the specialization of textile production, the process divided into 
smaller groups. When jacqurd was imported from France in 1873, the production 
process was further divided into smaller parts and the complicated system of the 
social division of labor of today's 'Nishijin-ori' was established. 
Presently. we have three types of Nishijin textile factories; those that produce 
in their own factories, those that produce with subcontract factories, and a third 
type which is a mixture of the former two. Before and after the actual 
production processes we have the processes of raw material preparation, that of 
planning and making of patterns, that of preparation of the looms, and that of 
finishing the products. All these processes were taken care of by separate 
weaver-households located in the same area. They developed the skills of their 
Nishijin-ori handicrafts by being independent of the 'Oriya'. As a result, Nishijin 
formed an organic community as one big factory. 
Social relations of the area reflect the production structure. Social relations 
among the kimono manufaccturers are quite typical. A peculiar point of this 
industry is that the Nishijin kimono and obi or belts are produced in small 
amounts of various kinds. and the small factory 'oriya' units relate to each other 
on an equal- basis as manufacturers. This aspect is quite important and it makes 
Nishijin different from the mass-producing industries with much less variety, as is 
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the case with cars and electronics products. For example, Toyota City has just 
'Toyota'. There, Toyota Motors is the headquarters incorporating many const-
ruction companies, auto parts manufacturers and subcontract factories which, 
together, produce tens of thousands of Toyota automobiles. The social relation-
ships characteristic of this system are quite vertical. The whole area depends on 
Toyota. On the other hand, Nishijin's production structure is different. Many 
small 'oriya' factories compete with each other manufacturing various kinds of 
kimono and obi teuture in small amounts under the 'Nishijin' brand. A 
characteristic of this production system and its social relationships is that the 
'oriya' factories are supported by highly skilled individual experts. These 
specialized divisions form superficially interdependent, organic social relationships. 
Yet the relationships are also vertical. These experts work in the service of the 
'oriya'. For example the less they work, the less money they earn. During a 
recession, they play the role of the safety bulb in the economy. In this respect 
you can find many 'Toyota miniatures' here. 
This situation of Nishijin industry shaped the community called 'omote' or 
front street and 'roji' or back street, affecting the way of life in the community. 
It looks like a closely-knit 'mura' or village, but actually this 'omote' and 'roji' 
relationship is very discriminating and vertical. The magnificent architecture of 
the 'oriya' on the front street adds to the Nishijin status of the kimono and obi 
fabrics but, at the same time, there exist cheap apartments on the back street 
where subcontractors work. The town was ruled by the 'hataya' loom owners on 
the front street. The production system classified the people and it shaped the 
community. Through this organizational structure, people in the area were ranked 
but social relationships were strengthened. The workers had to live patiently in 
the discriminatively structured town and work in severe conditions. They must 
have wished to become independent and live on the front street. 
3) The "hollowing-out" phenomenon of the Nishijin silk textile production area. 
In the Nishijin district of the 1970 s, the "hollowing-out" of the production 
areas became apparent, as a serious crisis. Let's consider this matter taking 
Nishijin's history and geography into consideration. 
First of all, there are areas where the so-called 'genuine Nishijin' originated 
with the chief textile 'oriya' factories which have been producing 'Nishijin-ori' as 
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pioneers. These districts can be called the "historical Nishijin". Then there are 
areas which surround the first district with many subordinate factories and related 
companies that have developed through the expansion of 'Nishijin-ori' production. 
This is what we call Nishijin now. These areas can be called "the social Nishijin". 
But lately the demand for kimonos has been decreasing, and many looms of 
subcontracting factories have left the district. They moved mainly to the Tango 
region, north of Kyoto, and others went all the way to Korea and China. It is 
obvious that Tango is not Nishijin, but their products can be called Nishijin as 
long as they produce 'Nishijin-ori' textiles. This then is the third kind of Nishijin 
which can be called "economic Nishijin". In other words, Nishijin tried to survive 
as "economic Nishijin" causing the decay of the "social Nishijin". The situation is 
asking the symbolic significance of the "historical Nishijin". 
As the national economy grew rapidly, Nishijin started to decline. In 1966, the 
major product switched from kimono fabrics to obi fabrics. Throughout the 60 s 
the total number of looms increased but the number of companies decreased, and 
the gap between the upper and the lower social class became larger. Then in the 
70 s during the period of 'the oil shock', the number of companies as well as that 
of loom and the workers all decreased. Nishijin reacted to this problem by 
concentrating on producing products with more additional value and finding labor 
markets in outside areas such as the Tango region. 
Why did Nishijin have to face such difficulties? Firstly, because the way of 
life changed. This led to a decrease in the demand for traditional industry. 
Traditional industries are closely connected with food, clothing and shelter, and 
the westernization of our life style was fatal to traditional industries. But not all 
the traditional industries lost their demand at the same rate. For example, even 
in the westernizazion of food, people still need tableware. Pottery and china can 
be arranged rather easily to go with a new life style. Quite differently, kimonos 
are not worn as everyday clothes except for certain jobs. This is why the kimono 
textile industry is in serious trouble. Yet Yuzen dyeing could survive through 
this transition. Being soft and light, it matched the modern consumers' taste and 
was rather easy to adapt. But not so Nishijin-ori, whose special feature is in its 
dignity and gorgeousness. It is quite difficult to reform into western clothes. 
The Nishijin-ori production system also had some problems. In Nishijin, as 
production expanded and technology advanced, work got more specialized within 
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the area. As I mentioned before, the Nishijin weaving industry was developed 
within small 'oriya' factories. Kimono textiles are easily influenced by fashion and 
easily adjusted to change in demand. This kind of systematized safety bulb was 
effective in the transition of times but it evidently delayed modernization. 
Responding to the diverse changes of demand along with generation changes, it 
was difficult to develop a totally new product or to keep the price low by 
technological revolution. Nishijin tried to cope with the decline in demand by 
producing goods with high additional value outside of Nishijin where the cost of 
labor was cheaper. Also, Nishijin changed the wool fabrics for kimonos (which 
had been popular after the war) to expensive silk fabrics for obis or belts. They 
tried to make kimonos classy formal wear, ordering them from the subcontracting 
factories in the Tango region, which is mainly a farming region. As a result, they 
got themselves into a corner. Today more than 60% of the looms are outside the 
Nishijin area. By taking looms out of the area, the amount of orders to the 
related businesses decreased and the existence of Nishijin itself began to be 
endangered. Some people think that Nishijin should let the production function 
ebb out and survive as designers of Nishijin-ori, and that fabrics woven in the 
Tango region should be called "Tango wear". But now 60% of the obi fabrics 
with the Nishijin brand are manufactured in the Tango region. Doesn't this 
betray the customers? If they say it does not, what is Nishijin of Nishijin-ori? 
The historical atmosphere imprinted in the district and the skills of the craftsmen 
who lived in this district made Nishijin-ori what it is. 
4. TOW ARD A THEORY OF ENDOGENOUS DEVELOPMENT 
1) From Nishijin in "production mode" to Nisgijin in "life mode". 
The changes in Nishijin since the 70 s were regarded as a serious problem to 
the people there. It was treated merely in economic terms as a matter of local 
industry and a minor enterprise C9l • In this sense, Nishijin is a good example of 
the contradictions that resulted from Japanese post-war capitalism, which was a 
process of "destruction, reorganization, and inclusion of local industries by 
monopolistic capital." The problem of minor enterprises lies in "the special 
character of the dual industrial structure formed under the two conditions of 
capitalist accumulation and relative overpopulation." "On one side is the formation 
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of big enterprises with accumulation of capital and on the other side you have 
many low wage minor enterprises". The Nishijin was seen as being on the latter 
side. In the dual structure of the textile industry. Nishijin operated under three 
conditions; 1) abundant labor 2) control by wholesale stores and 3) various 
kinds of small amounts of production. However. under the influence of rapid 
economic growth. minor enterprises 1) became subordinate to large companies. 
and 2) they found it difficult to improve labor conditions and to raise wages to 
prevent the laborers flocking to the big enterprises with labor shortage. The 
Japanese textile industry, using synthetic fiber, consists of big enterprises with 
invested capital and "high-tech" equipment, but they depend a lot on the textile 
industry which manufactures materials and which in turn depends a lot on the 
minor cottage industry which prepares the raw materials. After the rapid 
economi.c growth the industry had to face two oil crises as well as the economic 
growth of the developing countries. Nighijin tried to raise the quality of its 
products and started taking the looms outside the area. Actually. this is the 
"logic of capital" which alter all is the backbone of Nishijin. As a matter of fact. 
this logic shows "Nishijin as a way of production". But Nishijin is also a place 
where people live and work with their own social division of labor. This is "the 
logic of life" which is the backbone of social reproduction of a total way of life 
that should be considered as well as "the logic of capital". People do not leave 
Nishijin willingly, because of the image of Nishijin as an active town where people 
both live and work. The "logic of capital" alone cannot dominate for life. For 
something like kimono production. producing small amounts in various kinds 
where traditional handicraft skills are needed, community life and that of the 
family are closely related to work and production. That is, the quality of the 
industry and the quality of the way of life in the Nishijin area influence each 
other. There is an old saying that "An oriya weaving shop and boils will burst if 
they grow too big." It is understandable, to a certain extent, that Nishijin tried to 
survive by making its products exclusive because kimono production is necessarily 
limited in amount. 
The consequences of the "modernization" of the Nishijin-ori management led to 
"hollowing-out", which meant the deterioration of "meaningfully" integrated life. 
The weavers who work in minor factories are actully workers, but they are 
different from those working in Toyota or Panasonic factories. Those Toyota or 
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Panasonic workers will never be able to own their factory, whereas the weavers of 
the 'oriya' attain advanced skills while weaving on the backstreet using rental 
looms. If they become skilled enough, they finally may become an 'oriya' on the 
mainstreet. This is why they bear the hard work. They have a chance to 
become an employer and that is completely different from working in a factory 
like Chaplin in 'Modern Times'. Nishijin is an organization of craftsmen and you 
cannot really understand the Nishijin problem if you consider Nishijin as a town 
of capitalistic employers and workers. An owner of 'oriya' says, "You can never 
do the work of an 'oriya' if you only work from nine to five." This explains 
everything. It is necessary to see the work of Nishijin·ori production in relation 
to life itself in the city of Kyoto, with its specific character of the life of 
craftsmen. 
2) What will decide the future of Kyoto? 
It is often said that Kyoto is a historical city. This is true indeed in the 
sense that Kyoto has many historical buildings such as the Imperial Palace, 
Kinkakuji temple and many others. But here does not lie the real meaning of a 
historical city, because historical sites are not preserved as a part of the city and 
they are not related to the lives of the people. The citizens, of course, do not feel 
that they are living in a part of history. Kyoto is a so-called "tourismic historical 
city". The term "historical city" really means a city where history is kept alive 
and where people appreciate history. You can call a city real historical city if 
you can see its history in the scenery of the town and ist houses where history is 
absorbed in the citizens' life stimulating the sense of beauty. 
The history and the culture of such cities lead to their unique design and 
industry. Manufacturing, deeply rooted in the daily ilves of the city, supports the 
local economy as the city industry. Obviously, in that respect, Kyoto is not the 
only historical city in the nation. Any city can be a hisuorical city with ist own 
unique history. Kyoto has been called so sipmly because there remain more 
historical monuments. 
Therefore, if Nishijin were to disappear it would not only be a disappearance 
of just one facet of Kyoto. It would be a deterioration of Kyoto itself and also a 
collapse of Kyoto life, which has historical meaning. 
There still exist people living in the Nishijin area dealing with the silk textile 
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business and hoping that Nishijin will survive as a textile town. More than 40% 
of the perple expect that Nishijin will remain as "the town of Nishijin-ori", while 
20% expect it to be "the town of textile planning and designing"ClOl. The former 
tend to live around Nishijin and the latter in the middle of Nishijin. This implies 
that it is very hard for those who manufacture Nishijin-ori with rental looms to 
give up their business. People hope that Nishijin will keep on dealing with silk 
textiles, and 70% of the people want to stay in Nishijin. Half of the households 
are residents since before World War II, and the main reason for them to stay in 
Nishijin is because they have been living there for so long. This is how people 
love their towns. It is rather exceptional that people want to live there for other 
reasons. From love and attachment you can judge whether the local community 
can become a better place to live in. 
Nishijin is now experiencing a decline of its market economy and more and 
more people insist that politicians should do something about it. There seems to 
be no other way but to depend on the regulations set by the law for the textile 
town of Nishijin to restore its Nishijin-ori and its history. But under the economic 
principle that the fittest will survive in the system of free competition economy, 
the politicians are more in favor of bigger and more modern enterprises. 
It is indeed useful to talk about the relationship between economics and 
politics, but that is not enough. We have to depend on social power. I suggest 
that the local community more directiy get involved in the local economy and its 
politics. It requires the reconstruction of self-government and autonomy. Also we 
can preserve the buildings which are going to be destroyed under the name of 
development and compromise to the market economy. Moreover, we can use the 
construction agreements set for certain areas to protect the living environment 
and to protect others as areas for business. We can strengthen the solidarity of 
the local people in Nishijin and, at the same time, preserve the historical outlook 
of the town where kimonos are most suitable. 
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5. CONCLUSION 
There are 16 traditional arts and handicrafts that are officially recognized in 
Kyoto. These traditional products have different economic value in different 
markets. But all of them have to do with the Japanese style of life and Japanese 
culture. These handicrafts can't compete with the big industries. The cry for 
modernization is an ideological ploy to pull them into the big industries. 
Reconstruction of the traditional look of houses and streets is important for 
the preservation of the traditional industries. The future of Kyoto is unthinkable 
without these traditional industries. These industries can be kept alive through 
the balancing economy of the marketing principle and the planning prinicple. 
Through this balance individual needs will find guidance, too. 
To change slowly and continuously the urban social structure, three functions 
of urban society must be considered: the political function, the social function and 
the cultural function. 
(1) The political function: the local government must create laws limiting the 
use of land and preserving labor. 
(2) The social function: every district must have autonomous control of 
specific problems in the community. 
(3) The cultural function: the city must clarify its endogenous values with 
respect to housing, eating and clothing. This should be part of the 
childrens' education. 
The critical situation of urban Kyoto itself, however, may be still more deeply 
rooted. Today, people are always in too much of a rushing mood to find 
sufficient leisure time. They keep on throwing older things away and buying new 
things. This behavior makes people give up a life within which kimono and 
tatami are appreciated. It is not that people started not wearing kimonos but that 
they have no occasion to wear them any more. To preserve kimonos and the 
towns where kimonos fit in well, one has to confront strong forces which make 
people rush to work! Spending the time after work more humanly is indirect 
support for Nishijin in order to revive the real Nishijin. 
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